Black Shack Recordings GbR
Burgsteige 16 | 75365 Calw

STUDIO DETAILS & CONDITIONS
Timeframe for sessions:
Our sessions start at 10 am and end around 7 pm and include a lunch break. You are invited to get in, the night
before your session and unload the instruments. Also a soundcheck the night before is possible, if you want it.
Types of recording
We can offer a variety of recording setups and are happy to nd the right one for your project. The setups can
vary from a full band in front of 1 mic arrangement, directly to one of our tube tape recorders to a full band recording track by track. Nevertheless we think that most of the time, being together in our live room, playing
and creating new music, is the way to go and we want to facilitate that with our infrastructure.
Please let us know your ideas, so we can nd the type of setup, that suits you the best.
Session musicians
After 10 years in this business, we have built up quite a network tastefully selected, skilled musicians, that can
play the styles we produce here at our studio. If you are missing a special sound of an instrument, just tell us
and we will organize the rest.
Accommodation
We have a band room with 6 bunk beds and a fully equipped kitchen in our shack. Also a coffee maker and fresh
beans shall not be missed, when you guys to decide to stay here during your production. During the summertime you can use the recreation area outside, to smoke or have lunch. The large garden is also the perfect place to
take a rest from the hard work inside the studio.
Studio Rate
We charge 220€/day + VAT for the studio, including our engineer/producer. First time clients need to pay in
cash, right after the recording. Tape is billed separately and needs to be ordered in time before the session. The
accommodation costs 20€/person and night.
Instruments and Equipment
We offer a variety of vintage drums, guitars, amps and basses. The usage of the upright piano is without additional cost, but if you want to have it tuned before your session, don’t forget to tell us.
Reservations:
We’d like to make a short written agreement once we have xed a date with you. This helps the studio and
yourself too. In case you want to cancel the date later, we need to charge you a loss fee of 20% and if the cancelation happens within 3 weeks before the studio date, it is 50% of the agreed studio costs for recording. Please
keep that in mind, when you make your reservation.
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Mobil 1: +49(0) 172 7137951
Mobil 2: +49(0) 176 10147692
info@blackshackrecordings.com
www.blackshackrecordings.com
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